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ABSTRACT

The dynamic response of a confined, premixed turbulent jet flame is investigated at high thermal power densities (�25 MW/m2/bar) and
turbulence levels (Rejet � 5 �105). As equivalence ratio and inlet jet velocity are varied at these conditions, multiple instability modes coexist:
a low-amplitude instability (p0=pC � 9%) with longitudinal-mode fluctuations (1L and 2L) and two high-amplitude (p0=pC � 20%), high-
frequency, transverse instability modes. While the axial modes are ubiquitous across the operational envelope, the transverse mode selection
is sensitive to the equivalence ratio and reactant jet velocity. A linear stability analysis (LSA) of the confined base flow is performed to explore
the flame perturbation in response to the density and temperature gradients, and the shear-layer instabilities in the flow. The high-frequency
combustion instabilities are associated with a combined azimuthal hydrodynamic mode of the reactant jet, (1) at the combustion chamber
near field and, (2) downstream in the fully developed region of the combustor. An excellent agreement was observed between the convec-
tively unstable modes identified by the temporal LSA and the self-excited combustion instabilities in the experiment.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0083293

I. INTRODUCTION

Combustion instabilities result from the resonant coupling of an
unsteady combustion process with acoustic and hydrodynamic modes
of the combustor and can result in detrimental high-amplitude pres-
sure oscillations. Fundamental insight into these instabilities has been
primarily gained through studies in low-power canonical atmospheric
or moderate pressure combustors facilitating laboratory scale opera-
tion and detailed diagnostics.1–7 Complex chamber geometries, high
flame-power densities, and elevated pressures found in actual engines,
however, shift and broaden the spectrum of spatiotemporal scales
of flame–flow interactions, increasing susceptibility to combustion
instabilities in longitudinal, transverse, and azimuthal chamber mode
frequencies.8 This fact motivates the pursuit of experimental character-
ization of combustion instabilities at realistic flow conditions.

Transverse instabilities in air-breathing combustors are often
encountered in multi-injector configurations through flame interac-
tions between neighboring injector elements. These have also been
reproduced in single-injector configurations through external excita-
tion using acoustic drivers or periodic forcing of the fuel supply.4 Such
studies have aided both fundamental understanding of the problem as
well as the development of predictive capabilities for combustion
dynamics through detailed and low-order computational models.

Hardi et al.9 investigated transverse instabilities in a high-pressure liq-
uid oxygen and gaseous hydrogen flame with external excitation and
found that intrinsic hydrodynamic instability of the liquid oxygen jet
in response to transverse acoustic forcing played a dominant role in
the observed high-amplitude instabilities. Similar observations were
made by Urbano et al.10 using large-eddy simulations of a multi-
element combustor. A self-excited transverse mode instability in a sin-
gle injector liquid oxygen/methane propelled rocket combustor was
investigated by Sliphorst et al.,11 where a spinning transverse mode
was observed, with precession about the chamber centerline with a
preferred orientation linked to combustor asymmetry. Hummel12 and
Berger13 characterized a traveling transverse mode in a swirl-stabilized
atmospheric burner in which flame displacement and deformation of
the reaction zone in response to the chamber acoustic field resulted in
a sustained limit cycle instability. Self-excited transverse combustion
instabilities in a jet-stabilized flame were investigated by Buschhagen
et al.14 in a high-pressure natural gas fueled combustor. The presence
of high-frequency dynamics was correlated with an asymmetric vortex
shedding mode near the combustor dump plane. Longitudinal insta-
bility modes were dominant in the absence of this asymmetry. The
study of high-frequency thermoacoustic combustion instabilities
beyond these limited studies has been limited to atmospheric pressure
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experiments, in transverse or annular multi-injector configurations,
with or without external acoustic excitation.4,15–17

Intrinsic hydrodynamic instabilities present in complex reacting
flow fields provide a fundamental link between pressure and heat
release perturbations, as velocity perturbations induce local fluctua-
tions in energy release through flame surface modulations.18,19 As a
majority of the heat release occurs in the shear layer that forms
between the reactant jet potential core and the surrounding recircula-
tion region, the flame is subject to the inherent instabilities of the con-
fined jet flow. Eddies and subsequent larger coherent structures
forming in the shear layer downstream of the sudden expansion mod-
ulate the transport of heat, mass, and momentum within the reaction
zone and lead to fluctuations in the flame heat release. The interaction
between these turbulent flame processes and the resonant acoustic
field are often linked through hydrodynamic characteristics of the
flow, resulting in closely coupled velocity, temperature, and density
fields. Local pressure oscillations in turn influence the gas properties
which closes the complex feedback loop leading to the natural propen-
sity to unstable behavior of turbulent flames. An asymmetry in the
flow field promotes spatial asymmetry in the distribution of local heat
release, which has the potential to drive transverse combustion insta-
bilities.5,20–26 At sufficiently high levels of turbulence and flame ther-
mal power densities, the axial and transverse combustion instability
modes can achieve high limit-cycle amplitudes as observed in the cur-
rent experiment.

The effect of jet confinement, velocity, and density ratio between
the inner and outer flows are essential toward the stability of planar
and round jet/wake flows.27,28 Two instability modes in these type of
flows are found, where the first mode is associated with the instability
of the shear layer itself, characterizing the roll-up process due to the
velocity difference between the inner and outer fluid layers. The sec-
ond mode is associated with the bulk motion of the jet/wake at larger
axial wavelengths compared with the first mode, which leads to bulg-
ing, spiraling, or flapping of the jet/wake body. At intermediate con-
finement levels, the fundamental modes of bulk motion of the inner
and outer flow interact and are seen to generate combined modes due
to resonance if their wave numbers are compatible, generating a stand-
ing wave. These flows are particularly unstable, whereas flows with
larger wave number separation in the inner and outer regions are gen-
erally more stable.

The externally forced hydrodynamic response of an axisymmet-
ric jet located at velocity and pressure nodes of a standing mode was
recently explored by Aesoy et al.29 Axisymmetric and azimuthal
modes were excited through changes in the jet exit boundary condi-
tion at the pressure and velocity antinodes, respectively. At intermedi-
ate locations, both modes were simultaneously driven as a result of
asymmetric forcing of the transverse and longitudinal modes of the
experiment. Axial disturbances at the nozzle exit typically evolve into
axisymmetric jet modes, whereas azimuthal disturbances generate
asymmetric modes. Mode switching is often observed when stochastic
disturbances are present. Counter-rotating helical modes have identi-
cal stability properties, and if they are present at similar frequency and
amplitudes result in a flapping instability through their superposi-
tion.11,15,30 Asymmetric modes disintegrate over much shorter stream-
wise distances than axisymmetric modes, transferring energy toward
smaller turbulent length scales more efficiently. For these modes, the
asymmetry in the velocity field results in periodic roll-up of two vortex

rings out of phase with each other. As these rings are convected with
the mean combustor flow, they interact with each other resulting in
rapid breakdown with higher jet spreading rate compared to axisym-
metric modes.

Linear stability analysis (LSA) has been successfully applied to
determine the spatiotemporal stability characteristics of complex flow
fields in which a distinction is made between convectively (CU) and
absolutely (AU) unstable flows. CU flows feature perturbations that
grow downstream of an initial impulse in space and time, but decay at
the spatial location of the initial impulse. By contrast, AU modes do
not decay in time and have the potential to contaminate the whole
flow field, if the absolutely unstable region is sufficiently large, yielding
a global mode with a behavior comparable to a self-excited oscilla-
tor.31–33 Applied to combustion instability problems, LSA can help
elucidate the nature of the underlying coupling mechanisms, where
the concepts of convective and absolute flow instabilities are
employed.34–36 Instability modes are assigned to acoustic eigenfre-
quencies of the combustor geometry, where amplification of the acous-
tic field through resonant coupling of the pressure and heat release
rate fluctuations is observed. The existence of modes with frequencies
that do not correspond to acoustic modes of the combustor geometry
points to the presence of an CU global mode of the flow for which the
flow field itself acts as a resonator. Both scenarios can be achieved by
convective and absolute flow instabilities. AU modes are self-sustained
hydrodynamic oscillations that in turn yield heat release fluctuations
due to flow–flame interaction, which result in pressure oscillations at
the characteristic frequency of the global mode, given that the acoustic
field does not provide sufficient damping at that frequency. AU flows
with characteristic frequencies similar to combustor acoustic eigenmo-
des generate high-amplitude limit-cycle behavior. CU flows readily
amplify flow perturbations over a wide range of frequencies, though a
preferred frequency exists for which the downstream amplification is
maximum. If the preferred frequency is similar to natural acoustic res-
onance of the combustor, the flow-acoustic coupling sustains the con-
vective instability, yielding synchronized heat release fluctuations that
in turn provide energy to the acoustic field.

Ghoniem et al.34 summarized evidence for the existence of AU
global modes in shear layer stabilized premixed combustion systems.
For a backward-facing step configuration similar to one described in
the current study, a global mode was identified represented by vortex
shedding and the subsequent pairing of these in the region of recircu-
lating flow. High back-flow magnitudes paired with small shear layer
thicknesses were found to support a CU to AU transition of the global
mode. A similar study for backward-facing step combustors at atmo-
spheric pressure was performed by Manoharan and Hemchandra36

with consistent observations. A collocation of inflection points in the
density and velocity profile was found to suppress an AU mode, and a
positive or negative displacement was found to decrease or increase
the growth rate of the most unstable mode. The baroclinic torque gen-
erated by different amplitudes of reaction shear layer displacement
either amplified or dampened the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability at the
shear layer where the flame was stabilized.

The predictive capability of LSA for instabilities in swirl-
stabilized flames has also been demonstrated, primarily at atmospheric
pressure.37,38 Oberleithner et al.37 studied the influence of the flame
shape on the existence or suppression of a precessing vortex core
(PVC) located in the shear layer, separating the inner recirculation
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zone from the annular swirling jet using LSA. Here, the density profile
associated with the different flame shapes studied was found to deter-
mine whether the global flow field mode related to the presence of the
PVC is AU or CU. Paredes et al.38 compared the predictive capabilities
of local and global LSA for swirl flames with a range of swirl numbers,
including those that promoted the presence of a precessing vortex
core. At low swirl numbers, where flow was primarily parallel to the
mean flow, local LSA was sufficient, but at higher swirl numbers,
global LSA was necessary to avoid overestimation of growth rate of
unstable modes. The predictive capability of LSA to identify multiple
unstable flow features in reacting flow fields for relatively low compu-
tational resources provides a promising route for understanding the
sensitivity of operating parameters on the amplification of axial and
transverse combustion instabilities in the current experiment.

This paper presents a combined experimental and theoretical
investigation of combustion instabilities in a single-element turbulent
jet flame operated at high pressure (pC � 7 bar).14,39,40 The high power
density conditions are fertile ground for a multitude of self-excited
longitudinal and transverse, which are analyzed as a function of equiv-
alence ratio, /, inlet air temperature, TIN, and inlet jet velocity, uIN. An
excellent match is observed between experiments and linear stability
analysis (LSA), in spite of the extreme operating conditions. This work
extends the conclusions from prior studies to high-power confined jet
flames at elevated mean chamber pressure. The key contributions of
the present study can be summarized in the following points:

(i) Operating conditions of a single-element combustor have
been pushed to high thermal power densities (�25MW=
m2=bar), flame confinement, and turbulence levels (reactant
jet Reynolds number, Rejet � 5�105), triggering multiple
self-sustaining axial and transverse instability modes, in the
absence of external excitations or flame–flame interactions
commonly found in multi-element combustors;

(ii) Longitudinal modes are sustained across the entire equiva-
lence ratio/inlet flow velocity (/=uIN ) operational envelope
of the combustor.

(iii) Two distinct high-frequency modes are observed near the
fundamental transverse mode of the combustion chamber,
one at approximately 5 kHz (HF1) and the other at 6 kHz
(HF2).

(iv) Linear stability analysis (LSA) of the confined base flow
confirmed the presence of two high-frequency hydrody-
namic instability modes: HF1, corresponding to a combined
azimuthal hydrodynamic mode of the jet at the combustion
chamber near field; and HF2, observed in the wake of the jet
flame, further downstream in the fully developed region of
the combustor.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
A. Combustor hardware

The experiments were performed in a single-element model com-
bustor operated at a mean chamber pressure of 7 bar with natural gas
and heated air. Self-excited longitudinal and transverse combustion
instabilities were observed across a range of equivalence ratios
(/ ¼ 0:6–0:8) and air temperatures (TIN ¼ 650–800K). A schematic
of the combustion experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The flow path
through the premixed duct (PD) and combustion chamber (CC) is

circular and axisymmetric throughout the length of the channel. The
premixed duct (PD) is 720mm in length and has a diameter of
40mm. The combustion chamber is 1:2m in length and has a diame-
ter of 80mm. A backward-facing step stabilizes the jet flame in the
combustion chamber (CC), with an CC:PD expansion area ratio of
four. Reactants are fully premixed with an external premixing device,
then supplied to the PD through a choked orifice plate. The choked
inlet condition isolates injection and mixing processes from pressure
fluctuations downstream. It also provides a well-defined acoustic and
flow boundary condition at the upstream end of the combustor. A
sonic nozzle at the exit of the combustion chamber similarly provides
a well-defined acoustic exit boundary condition and pressurizes the
combustor. Reactant flows into the external premixer are controlled
and metered with critical-flow venturi nozzles that conform to ASME
and ISO specifications.41,42 The oxidizer used in this study was heated,
dry air, and the fuel was pipeline natural gas with a composition of
92% CH4, 6% C2H6, 0.5% CO2, 0.3% C3H8, and 1.5% N2. Ignition is
achieved with a laser-induced spark, delivered when the reactant flows
have stabilized at the target test conditions.

B. Combustor acoustics

The acoustic boundaries of the axial modes in the combustor are
set by a choked orifice plate at the inlet of the premixed duct and the
choked nozzle at the exit of the combustion chamber. The high expan-
sion ratio between the combustion chamber and the premixed duct
results in a high aspect ratio flame, with heat release concentrated in
the shear layer of the reactant jet and surrounding recirculation zone.
A simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 2, depicting the jet core at the
reactant temperature TIN and the surrounding volume of recirculated
products at temperature TC, which is approximated by the adiabatic
flame temperature, Tad. The jet-stabilized flame is considered to be
acoustically compact for axial dynamics in the combustion chamber,
as the mean flame length is relatively small compared to the longitudi-
nal wavelengths of interest (k1L;system ¼ 1:92m). In the axial direction,
the direction of acoustic wave propagation is parallel to the direction
of mean flow. Conversely, transverse dynamics in the chamber are
normal to the direction of mean flow and propagate through an inho-
mogeneous temperature field, especially in the region where the heat
release from the flame is a significant fraction of the transverse acous-
tic wavelength. The flame is spatially non-compact with respect to the
wavelength of transverse acoustic mode in the combustion chamber
(k1T;CC ¼ 0:16m).

The longitudinal and transverse mode shapes for pressure, veloc-
ity, and density in the combustor are presented in Fig. 2, which were
calculated using the axial and radial acoustic models detailed in
Appendixes A–D. The inlet and exit boundaries of the combustion
chamber are treated as acoustically closed boundaries, u0 ¼ 0 for sim-
plicity. The p0 and _m 0 ¼ qAu0 mode shapes for the fundamental longi-
tudinal mode (1L) in the combustion chamber and its harmonic
frequency (2L) are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). At the 1L frequency
in the combustion chamber, a pressure anti-node and velocity node is
present at the entrance to the combustion chamber. The 1L frequency
varies from 360 to 385Hz over the combustor operating range. As
shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(g), the transverse frequency variation is much
broader as the acoustic speed in the transverse direction is a function
of both the operating condition and the flame shape. The dashed line
in Fig. 2(c) corresponds to the expected 1T frequency for
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homogeneous speed of sound in the combustion chamber cross sec-
tion at Tad. The span of estimated 1T frequency from 5 to 6.2 kHz
agrees closely with the frequencies observed in the experiments, which
will be discussed further in Secs. III–VI.

C. Instrumentation and diagnostics

Pressure fluctuations are measured at multiple locations through-
out the system with water-cooled, high-frequency piezoresistive trans-
ducers (Kulite WCT312M), which have a natural resonance frequency
of 1.65MHz. The transducers are installed in recessed Helmholtz reso-
nator cavities with a frequency >14 kHz and are sampled at 180 kHz.
This installation reduces the thermal load on the sensor element with
minimal impact to the accuracy of unsteady pressure measurements
within the flow.43–45 The location of the pressure transducers on the
combustion chamber is highlighted on the combustor schematic and
denoted by the table in Fig. 1. Pressure measurements at locations IN,
C1, C2, and C4 are aligned along the same azimuthal angle h ¼ 0�,
whereas C3 is located diametrically opposite (h ¼ 180�) to C2 at the
same axial position. A single pressure measurement was also located
in the external premixer to verify isolation of the premixing system
from dynamics within the combustion experiment.

The flame is imaged through a 120�mm cylindrical optical
access at the upstream end of the CC. Chemiluminescence emission
from electronically excited hydroxyl radicals (OH�) was recorded at
50 kHz in the optical section of the combustion chamber. A UV filter,
centered at 320 with 40 nm bandwidth (Semrock 320/40 Brightline
Bandpass), was used to isolate the signal from background luminosity.

The light was collected by a 98mm focal-length, f/2.8 objective lens
(Cerco Sodern Type-2178), then amplified by a Lambert HiCATT 25
intensifier with 1:1 relay lens and recorded with a Phantom v2512
high-speed CMOS camera with a spatial. The locations of the windows
within the optical access where spatially averaged chemiluminescence
measurements are used for analysis in the paper are highlighted in
Fig. 1. The length and width of windows W1 and W2 are 10 and
5mm, respectively.

III. GLOBAL COMBUSTOR BEHAVIOR

Self-excited combustion instabilities were observed over a wide
range of flow and flame conditions. Parametric variation of equiva-
lence ratio (/), inlet air temperature (TIN), and injection velocity (uIN)
revealed strong sensitivity in the flame response to each parameter,
which was manifested through the amplitude and frequency of the
dominant unstable mode. The pressure signals measured at location
C1 revealed strong spectral content within distinct bands at 360 and
720Hz as well as two broader regions at 4.9–5.4 and 5.5–6.5 kHz. The
phase difference between pressure fluctuations measured at sensor
locations C1, C2, C3, and C4 was used to infer the mode orientation
within the combustor and compare with computed estimates (Sec. IIB
and Appendixes A–D). It was determined that the 360 and 720Hz fre-
quencies correspond to the first longitudinal (1L) and second longitu-
dinal (2L) modes of the combustion chamber, respectively, while the
higher frequency bands were found to be oriented orthogonal (trans-
verse) to the mean flow through the chamber. Four test cases that
highlight these instability modes were selected for detailed analysis.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the combustor with instrumentation port locations. Pressure instrumentation locations IN, C1, C2, C3, and C4, and chemiluminescence probe locations
W1 and W2 in the optical field of view (FOV) are reported in the table. All dimensions in mm.
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The operating conditions for these test cases, flames A–D, are listed in
Table I.

Figure 3 depicts theWelch averaged power spectra of chemilumi-
nescence intensity and pressure fluctuations within the combustion
chamber for flames A–D, with shaded regions to demarcate the
expected frequency bands associated with 1L, 2L, and 1T acoustic
modes (see Sec. II B and Appendixes A–D). In addition to 1L and 2L,
peaks corresponding to the harmonic frequencies of these modes are
present on the pressure and intensity spectra for all test cases. All four
conditions present pressure and heat-release fluctuations with ampli-
tude peaks at the frequencies corresponding to longitudinal dynamics
in the chamber; the 1L response is strongest for flame A, and the 2L is
strongest for flame C, while flames B and D share similar amplitudes
between these two modes. The distinction in flame dynamics is more

significant at the higher frequencies. Two high-frequency peaks are
universally observed in the pressure signals: HF1, which is typically
present in the range of 4.9–5.4 kHz, and HF2, which occurs in the
range of 5.5–6.5 kHz. The relative amplitude and frequency of HF1
andHF2 vary between operating conditions.

To provide a summary of the behavior highlighted in Fig. 3 for
flames A–D across a broader operation space, an overview of the mea-
sured pressure fluctuation amplitudes within each frequency band is
shown in Fig. 4: (a) 340–360, (b) 680–720, (c) 4.9–5.4, and (d)
5.5–6.5 kHz. The velocity of the premixed NG–air flow (uIN) and the
adiabatic flame temperature (Tad, computed from the global equiva-
lence ratio / and mixture temperature TIN) were identified as the two
key parameters that affected the hydrodynamics and chemical kinetics,
respectively, and could be used to delineate the instability modes.

FIG. 2. (a) Pressure mode shape for fundamental (1L) and 2L modes; (b) mass flow rate fluctuations at 1L and 2L mode frequencies; (c) variation of transverse mode fre-
quency along the length of the flame in the combustion chamber; (d) and (e) pressure (p) and velocity fluctuations (w) at the fundamental transverse mode (1T) frequency at
x=dIN ¼ 0:125; and (f) and (g) pressure (p) and velocity fluctuations (w) at the fundamental transverse mode (1T) frequency at x=dIN ¼ 6:25. TIN and TC are schematically
represented by blue and red shaded regions, respectively, in (a) and (b). Axial location of pressure instrumentation is highlighted on (a) for reference.

TABLE I. Summary of operating conditions for representative test cases.

Case / (� � �) pIN (bar) TIN (K) Tad (K) uIN (m/s) p0=pC (%) f1L (Hz) f2L (Hz) f1T (kHz)

Flame A 0.76 7.2 764 2280 134 2.7 360 720 5.4–6.8
Flame B 0.65 6.7 720 2070 134 12.4 345 680 5.2–6.4
Flame C 0.70 6.9 623 2073 115 13.9 360 680 5.0–6.4
Flame D 0.79 7.1 617 2217 110 5.7 360 715 5.0–6.7
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Figure 4(a) shows that the 1L mode instability is largely insensitive to
operating conditions, with pressure fluctuation amplitude remaining
at � 0.5% of the mean chamber pressure throughout the operating
map. Pressure fluctuation amplitudes corresponding to the 2L mode

are highest at the lowest range of temperatures and velocities tested, as
indicated in Fig. 4(b). In the frequency range of 4.9–5.4 kHz (denoted
HF1 henceforth), the measured amplitudes are greatest at high injec-
tion velocities and corresponding low temperatures. In the frequency
range of 5.5–6.5 kHz (denoted HF2 henceforth), the measured ampli-
tudes are highest when velocities are low or the adiabatic flame tem-
perature is low, with highest amplitudes when both parameters are
low, that is, for uIN 	 115 m/s and Tad < 2200K, which coincides
with the regions of high 2L mode amplitudes.

Correlation between the reactant jet velocity (uIN), the flame tem-
perature (Tad), and the amplitude, frequency, and orientation of the
combustion instability observed in Fig. 4 highlights the importance of
the underlying flow-field hydrodynamics and their influence of heat
release perturbations. Shear layer instabilities have long been known to
be a significant mechanism of coupling between heat-release and pres-
sure oscillations in jet-stabilized flames.20,21,34 However, the onset,
coexistence, and preferential excitation of multiple distinct instability
modes in connection with these instabilities is not understood, particu-
larly in high-pressure, high-turbulence flows with high thermal power
density combustion processes.8,14

IV. PRESSURE DYNAMICS

The cross-wavelet transform (CrWT) was used to characterize
the phase and amplitude relationship between pressure signals mea-
sured in the inlet premixed duct and other locations throughout the
combustion chamber. This approach supports identification of com-
mon dynamics throughout the combustor, in wavelet space, that are
associated with the same physical process. Regions in the CrWT
space that show a CrWT modulus

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jCrWTj

p
of PCrWT ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jCrWTj

p
=ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

jCrWTj
p

max > 0:75 are extracted for high frequency dynamics
(>1kHz) or 0.5 for low frequency dynamics (<1kHz). The phase dif-
ference D/CrWT and frequency of common power are calculated for
extracted samples, along with the amplitude weighted circular mean
and variance of D/CrWT at a given frequency. Figures 5(a)–5(d) pro-
vide an overview of the instability characteristics for flames A–D in
the frequency range corresponding to longitudinal mode dynamics at
the chamber aft (probe C4). The CrWT-based phase difference in this

FIG. 3. Power spectra based on fluctuations in wall pressure measurements (loca-
tions IN and C1 from Fig. 1) and integrated OH� chemiluminescence intensity sig-
nal for (a) flame A, (b) flame B, (c) flame C, and (d) flame D. Shaded area
represents an estimate of expected acoustic frequency for the longitudinal and
transverse modes in the combustor.

FIG. 4. Normalized pressure amplitude for modes (a) 1L (340–360 Hz), (b) 2L (680–720 Hz), (c) HF1 (4.9–5.4 kHz), and (d) HF2 (5.5–6.5 kHz) as a function of reactant jet
velocity, uIN, and adiabatic flame temperature, Tad. Pressure amplitude is calculated from the power spectrum of the pressure measurement at location C1 and normalized by
the maximum amplitude for all test cases in each respective frequency band.
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frequency range between the chamber probe C1 and all remaining
axial probes is summarized in Figs. 5(e)–5(g).

The spectrum of flame A is dominated by the 1L mode located at
360Hz, as observed in the pressure scalogram for the chamber aft
probe C4 in Fig. 5(a). Probe IN is in phase with probe C1 in this fre-
quency band, whereas the chamber aft-end probe C4 is in phase oppo-
sition, representing a standing half-wave thermoacoustic mode in the
combustion chamber with anti-nodes located near the chamber
upstream and downstream boundaries. A small circular variance for
these phase calculations (Var/ 	 0) reflects the phase-locked

dynamics in time. These measurements are consistent with results
from the linear stability analysis used to design the combustor, as
described in Sec. II B with mode shapes shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
and complete model details given in Appendixes C and D. Although
high-amplitude periods can be identified, the 1L mode does not attain
a typical limit-cycle behavior as the amplitude is modulated in time. In
addition, the 2L mode band is observed in the scalogram for probe C4
centered at 720Hz, and the common power between probes here is
however too low to obtain a sufficient sample for an accurate phase
computation. The scalogram for flame D is similar to that of flame A,

FIG. 5. (a)–(d) Wavelet scalogram of p0 at
C4 (COI shown as white line) and (e)–(h)
CrWT based phase difference D/CrWT of
probes IN (blue filled circle), C2 (red filled
circle), and C4 (green filled circle) relative
to C1 (black filled circle) at frequencies of
common power for flames A–D. Dark
shading represents high common power,
hollow symbol instances of maximum
common power for respective probe pair.
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also indicating spectral power at the 1L mode frequency. The pressure
spectrum for flame C is characterized by a mode centered at 680Hz
[Fig. 5(c)]. The scalogram for flame B is characterized by general lack
of coherent pressure fluctuations below 1 kHz with only intermittent
low-amplitude regions at 360Hz and 720Hz as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Although the phase relationship, D/CrWT , between the pressure probes

C1 and C4 shows that the bursts centered at 340Hz correspond to the
1L acoustic mode of the chamber, it is clear from Figs. 3 and 5 that the
strongest dynamics in flame B occurs at high frequencies>1kHz.

Figures 6(a)–6(d) depict the wavelet scalogram amplitudes for
flames A–D across the frequency range of 4–8 kHz, which includes the
transverse instability frequencies of the combustion chamber based on

FIG. 6. (a)–(d) Amplitude based wavelet scalogram of p0 at C1 and (e)–(h) CrWT-based phase difference D/CrWT of C2 (red filled circle) and C3 (blue filled circle) relative to
C1 (black filled circle) at frequencies of common power for flames A–D. Dark shading represents high common power, hollow symbol instances of maximum common power
for respective probe pair.
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the analysis described in Sec. II B and the results from Sec. III. A mode
centered at 6 kHz is observed for flame A, with intermittent changes in
amplitude and frequency throughout the data series. The relative
phase difference between the probes C2 and C3 for this mode reveals
the presence of a low-amplitude 1T mode in the chamber center, as p0

at C2 and C3 are in phase opposition.
Two distinct frequency bands in the high-frequency spectrum

are observed for flame B [Fig. 6(b)], a high-amplitude region centered
at 5.1 kHz and a second reduced amplitude region present at 5.8 kHz.
Both of these high-frequency modes lie in the range of frequencies
expected for the 1T mode. The wavelet scalogram shows amplitude
modulation of the 5.1 kHz mode at �120Hz. This modulation of
amplitude is also observed, to a lesser extent, in the 5.8 kHz mode.
Figure 6(f) shows that signals of C2 and C3 are in quadrature for the
5.1 kHz mode, whereas for the 5.8 kHz mode the signals are in phase
opposition, which is consistent with the expected 1T frequency with
an assumption of near homogeneous temperature field in the cham-
ber, downstream of the flame zone (see Appendixes A and B).

Two high-frequency modes are also present for flame C centered
at 5 and 5.6 kHz. In contrast to flame B, the higher frequency mode at
5.6 kHz is dominant over the 5 kHz mode at probe location C1, as
depicted in Fig. 6(c). Both HF modes are highly non-stationary in fre-
quency and show significant amplitude modulation at	120Hz similar
to flame B. Buschhagen et al.14 correlated the presence of this 	120Hz
amplitude modulation with the rotation of the nodal plane of a non-
stationary transverse mode about the chamber axis at 	60Hz. In con-
trast to flame B, the lower amplitude HF mode is present throughout
the sample and the modulation in amplitude at both frequencies
remains in phase. Figure 6(g) shows shared dynamics between the
flame zone probes at 5.5–5.6 kHz; here, the relative phase difference
between C2 and C3 is D/CrWT 	 p co-located with a maximum in
common power. Var/ is at a minimum for these probes in the
frequency-phase space indicating phase-locked dynamics that are con-
sistent with a 1T acoustic field. Similar to flame B, the axial sound speed
distribution results in two different realizations of transverse dynamics
in the flame zone and chamber center as presented in Fig. 2(g).

A single high-frequency mode centered at 5.9 kHz dominates the
pressure spectrum for flame D. The WT scalogram in Fig. 6(d) dem-
onstrates the coherent nature of this high-frequency pressure oscilla-
tion, with no apparent periodic amplitude modulations observed. The
phase relationships indicate a coherent coupling between probes C2
and C3. As the mode drifts to slightly higher frequencies, the common
power of C1 with the probes C2 and C3 increases, indicating a more
favorable relationship between the resonant acoustic mode and the
driving mechanisms. The relative phase difference between the probes
C2 and C3 of 	p and a D/CrWT of 	0 and 	jpj for C2 and C3 rela-
tive to C1, respectively, reveal a 1T mode pressure field. The correlated
frequency-phase trajectories of C2 and C3 indicate the phase-locked
dynamics as the 1T mode adjusts to changes in sound speed through-
out the test duration. The absence of periodic amplitude modulations
for this flame condition suggests that the 1T mode pressure node plane
is relatively stationary compared to flames B and C.

V. FLAME DYNAMICS

To determine the level of flame response to the chamber acous-
tics described in Sec. IV, OH� chemiluminescence intensity fluctua-
tions are evaluated using the spatial average of the recorded images

I0 ¼ 1
mn

Xm;n
x;y

I0x;y: (1)

Figure 3 depicts the spectra computed from a 100-ms times series
sampled simultaneously with the pressure measurements presented in
Secs. III and IV. The I0total spectrum of flame A indicates combustion
response at the 1L and 2L modes at 360 and 720Hz, respectively. The
1T mode identified in the C1 pressure spectrum in Fig. 6(a) however
shows no apparent coupling with the flame in the field of view (FOV),
indicating that any interaction with the chamber acoustics must occur
farther downstream. In spite of flame response at 1L and 2L modes,
the I0 spectrum for flame B is dominated by oscillations at 5.3 kHz,
similar to the observation in the pressure spectrum [Fig. 3(b)]. The
flame C emission spectrum indicates coupling of pressure and flame
emission at multiple modes, where the highest energy mode is found
at 680Hz, corresponding to the 2L mode of the combustion chamber.
Additionally, a 5 kHz mode is observed to alter the flame emissions. In
contrast to that, the dominant 6 kHz mode in the pressure spectrum
of flame C does not couple with the flame in the FOV, similar to the
observations made for flame A. The I 0 spectrum of flame D indicates
no coupling with the 6 kHz mode in the FOV, which was found to
dominate the pressure spectrum at C1.

To gain insight into the spatiotemporal coupling of the flame
emissions and chamber pressure field, another wavelet transform-
based analysis is performed. For this purpose, the flame emission sig-
nal is integrated over the entire FOV as well as spatially limited to the
windowsW1 andW2, defined in Fig. 1. To directly correlate the inten-
sity signals to the pressure field, the C1 and IN probe signals are down
sampled to the imaging frequency of 50 kHz and a cross-wavelet trans-
form-based phase relationship between p0 and I0 is computed. Similar
to the WT pressure analysis, only valid samples from the CrWT are
considered for a phase difference calculation for which PCrWT > 0.15
and 0.8 for longitudinal and transverse dynamics, respectively.

Figures 7(a)–7(d) present the normalized cross-wavelet power of
the integrated flame emission and the phase difference between the
peak emission intensity and the pressure signal in the inlet duct (IN).
Flame A shows common power in the 1L and 2L frequency bands,
located at 360 and 720Hz. p0IN leads the 1L chemiluminescence inten-
sity by 	 1

4 p, resulting in periodic jet deceleration and increased heat
release in the FOV due to momentum exchange between the jet and
the recirculation zone in the shear layer. By contrast, at a reduced
equivalence ratio (/¼ 0.65) and a similar TIN, no direct correlation
between the pressure signal and heat release is observed for flame B at
the longitudinal mode frequencies. The CrWT power shows elevated
regions in the 1L and 2L frequency band, but no coherent coupling is
present, which is also highlighted by the stochastic phase relationships
in Fig. 7(b). At the lower bound of the inlet premixed reactant temper-
ature TIN � 620K studied here, flame C shows a strong correlation
with the 2L mode at 690Hz in Fig. 7. In this case, the I0 signal lags p0IN
by 	p. With increased equivalence ratio and comparable TIN condi-
tion (flame D), the general flame shape remains similar, but the com-
mon power of the heat release rate fluctuations (I0) with the pressure
fluctuation amplitude is significantly diminished, without a change in
phase between the two. This can be observed in the case of flame D as
shown in Fig. 7(d).

The normalized cross-wavelet power for the OH�-
chemiluminescence intensity fluctuations in window W1 and the
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corresponding phase difference between the emission signals of win-
dows W1 and W2 and pressure signal at probe C1 for all four flames
is shown in Figs. 7(e)–7(h). The CrWT scalogram for flame A indi-
cates a weak correlation and inconsistent phase difference in the

	6–6.5 kHz frequency range resulting in low combustion instability
amplitude at this frequency. By contrast, a strong I0W1 and I

0
W2 correla-

tion with the HF1 mode is observed for flame B at probe C1. The W1
and W2 signals are in phase-quadrature (D/CrWT ¼ 6p=2) with the

FIG. 7. Cross-wavelet scalogram of I0 integrated over the FOV vs p0IN (a)–(d) and W1 vs p0C1 (e)–(h) with CrWT-based phase difference of integrated I0 for different windows rel-
ative to p0IN (a)–(d) and p0C1 (e)–(h) at frequencies of common power.
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pressure signal at C1, which also implies that the I0 in the upper and
lower half of the chamber are phase opposed, as the relative phase differ-
ence between W1 and W2 is D/ 	 p. These phase relationships are
consistent with a non-stationary 1T mode for which the mode nodal
line circumscribes the chamber axis at 60Hz.14 As the 1T node plane is
located normal to the FOV, p0 and u0 associated with the mode act par-
allel to the FOV and the flame response/coupling with the acoustic field
is observable as the flame brush undergoes strong transverse displace-
ment resulting in high-amplitude I0W1;W2 at D/W1�W2 ¼ p. In these
instances, the 1T nodal line is located at the pressure probe C1, resulting
in low-amplitude oscillations at the 1T frequency shown in Fig. 6 and
discussed throughout Sec. IV. A nodal line orientation parallel to the
FOV results in a reduction of I0 in W1 and W2 and D/W1�W2 	 0, as
the transverse velocity and pressure oscillations now act normal to the
FOV. The phase quadrature between I0W1;W2 and p0C1 results from
instances where the 1T mode transitions between these two extrema
and the angle between FOV and nodal line approaches 45�.

The CrWT scalogram for flame C in Fig. 7(g) indicates a flame
coupling between the flame and the acoustic field at both HF1 and
HF2 frequencies. However, the phase relationship between emission
and pressure signals is only determined for the HF1 mode, due to
insufficient CrWT power in the HF2 band. A similar behavior com-
pared to flame B is observed, where D/CrWT 	 6p=4 for W1 andW2
and a relative phase difference of D/W1�W2 ¼ p. Flame D shows only
a weak correlation with the HF2 mode for which an incoherent band
of common power is observed in Fig. 7(h). The corresponding
D/CrWT for W1 and W2 again indicates phase-quadrature with p0C1
and a relative phase opposition D/W1�W2 	 p at 5.8 kHz; however,
the large variance of the circular means does not allow for a conclusive
phase analysis here.

A. Spectral proper orthogonal decomposition (SPOD)

Spectral proper orthogonal decomposition (SPOD) is utilized to
visualize the spatiotemporal relationship between pressure (p0) and
flame intensity (I0) fluctuations. It provides a robust means of identify-
ing and tracking dominant coherent structures and their dynamics
from the OH�-chemiluminescence images in the frequency domain.
The algorithm described by Towne et al.46 is used to decompose the
emission field into orthogonal modes in space and time. 10 000 mean
subtracted images of flame emission are included in the computation
spanning 200ms of the overall test duration, where each emission
ensemble includes the 100ms pressure samples analyzed for each
flame condition. This ensemble length is sufficient to study	24 cycles
of the amplitude modulation of the I0 at the HF1 and HF2 modes that
occurs at 	120Hz and thus represents the lowest frequency of inter-
est. The resulting frequency resolution in the SPOD analysis is 20Hz
based on 5 image blocks (HammingWindow) with 50% overlap.

Figure 8 and 9 include the energy spectra for the first and second
SPOD mode ensembles indicated as E0 and E1, respectively, for flames
A–D. The pressure spectrum at probe location C1 is included for com-
parison, and all spectra are normalized by their respective maximum
power. Both SPOD mode spectra for flame B are dominated by a
mode at the HF1 frequency and its first harmonic as observed in
Fig. 8(a). In addition, a lower frequency process at 120Hz is present in
the E0 SPOD spectrum. The real part of the first (E0) SPOD modes at
120 and 5260Hz as well as the second (E1) SPOD mode at 5260Hz
help explain the I 0 dynamics of flame B previously described in

Fig. 7(a). As the 1T mode circumscribes the combustor axis in the
recirculation region of the flow field (the nozzle near-field), the flame
strongly engages with the non-stationary pressure/velocity field. In the
5.26 kHz SPOD mode, an asymmetric initial shear layer roll-up is seen
to couple with the 1T mode, leading to the high-amplitude oscillation
periods in the W1 and W2 emission windows. A concurrent displace-
ment of the flame brush leads to a spatial asymmetry in heat release in
the chamber volume about the chamber axis, supplying energy into
the unsteady pressure field. As the 1T mode circumscribes the cham-
ber center axis, the emission intensity fluctuates over a longer time-
scale, which is captured in the 120Hz SPOD mode. As the OH�

chemiluminescence imaging is a line-of-sight integrated measurement,
asymmetric intensified light emission about the chamber axis can be
correlated with a nodal line orientation normal to the optical field of
view (FOV), leading to the tapered spatial region originating in the
nozzle near field. This period of the 120Hz cycle corresponds to
instances when the 1T nodal line is orientated normal to the FOV.
During the rotation of the 1T mode, the location of its anti-node
moves out of the FOV and the flame broadens as the primary interac-
tion between p0 and I0 is now inline with the imaging. These dynamics
describe a highly distorted flame shape, where the conical reaction
zone is contracted and the flame flattens about the 1T nodal line.

The second SPOD spectrum indicates an additional dynamic
process at 5.26 kHz that underlies the major transverse motion of the
flame brush. Inclined bands of high intensity are observed in the sec-
ond SPOD mode at 5.36 kHz that are convected by the mean flow
field. These bands correspond to the asymmetric shear layer roll-up
occurring at the 1T frequency, which yields distinct toroidal flow
structures (vortex rings) that interact with the reaction layer. The con-
vection velocity of these vortex rings can be estimated based on the
eight instances within the FOV as uconv ¼ 3djetfHF1=VN 	 125 m/s,
where VN 	 5 is the number of intensity bands in the FOV, which
corresponds to	ujet .

Flame C shows similar SPOD spectra in Fig. 8(b) compared with
flame B but also indicates strong flame coupling with the 2L chamber
mode as indicated by the peak at 680Hz. The SPOD mode corre-
sponding to this frequency indicates strong axial, symmetric flame
modulations about the chamber axis (not shown here). The first
SPOD modes at 120 and 5.14 kHz correspond to the same processes
described for flame B. As the HF2 mode dominates the pressure spec-
trum, the HF1 mode is less energetic leading to less coherent flame
dynamics. The high-intensity bands rapidly disintegrate downstream
of a x=djet 	 1:5, indicating a rapid destruction of the vortices into
smaller structures compared to flame B for which these structures are
present within the whole FOV.

Strong longitudinal mode coupling is observed in the SPOD
spectra of flame D in Fig. 9(a). Compared with the pressure spectrum,
the modes at 720, 1400, and 3100Hz stand out in the first SPOD spec-
trum, which all display axial modulations in the flame emissions. The
720Hz mode corresponds to the 2L chamber mode, where axisym-
metric patterns indicate periodic intensity fluctuations in the reaction
layer that are correlated with the periodic shear layer roll-up and vor-
tex merging, that occurs further downstream in flame D (and A) com-
pared to flames B and C. The first SPODmode at 1.4 kHz is connected
to the third harmonic of the 1L chamber mode, whereas the mode at
3.1 kHz displaying periodic axisymmetric structures that interact with
the reaction layer.
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VI. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF BASE FLOW

Flames A–D manifest a complex interplay of flow and flame
dynamics with varying operating conditions as seen in the SPOD
results. Longitudinal and (non-stationary) transverse acoustic modes
are directly observed from experimental measurements and character-
ized through analyses in Secs. IV and V. A quasi-one-dimensional
axial linear stability analysis is used to analyze the acoustic eigenmodes
of the combustor using reconstructed density, velocity, and tempera-
ture fields of the base flow. As depicted in Fig. 3, good agreement
between the computed and measured frequencies is observed in both
the flow and the flame.

Heat-release oscillations modulated by shear layer instabilities in
the flame couple with axial acoustic modes of wavelength knL ¼ np=lCC ,
where n is the mode number and lCC is the length of the combustion
chamber. To assess the shear layer receptivity to these wavelengths, a
local temporal stability analysis of the base flow radial profiles (see
Appendix A) extracted in the range of x=dIN ¼ ½0; 3
 with axial incre-
ments of 0:125dIN is conducted. The generalized eigenvalue problem for-
mulated in Appendix B is solved for the assigned wavelength a ¼ p=lCC ,
and the shear layer receptivity to the 1L mode wavelength is evaluated in
the optical access of the experiment (x=dIN < 3).

The solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem indicates the
presence of a neutral eigenmode (near zero growth rate) of the shear
layer for the axial wave number a ¼ np=lCC . The model assumes an

infinite span in the axial directions at each instance of the computation.
The normalized magnitudes of T 0; u0, and v0 eigenvectors at each axial
position in the field of view (FOV) are shown in Figs. 10(b)–10(d). This
reconstruction provides a qualitative representation of the shear layer
response to the 1L mode wavelength a. The u0 amplitude is highest in
the recirculation zone as expected, as it expands and contracts periodi-
cally. Fluid transport from the reactant jet and the recirculation zone
into the reaction layer is observed to generate temperature fluctuations
T 0 that intensify in two distinct bands bounding the reaction layer tra-
jectory. Increased radial velocity perturbations v0 regions exist in the
FOV, indicating periodic fluid exchange over the reaction layer between
reactant jet and the recirculation zone. Figure 10(a) indicates that the
operating conditions of Flame A have the highest likelihood that the
inherent shear layer eigenmode frequencies of the base flow correspond
to the 1L acoustic mode in the chamber. Conversely, departure in the
response of the shear layer instability to the 1L frequency is observed for
flames B-D in the region x=dIN � 3.

To assess the general stability characteristics for flames A-D, a
temporal analysis is conducted. For a given real-valued wavelength
a 2 ½50� 490
 1=m the generalized eigenvalue problem is solved and
perturbation modes with growth rates of xi > 1 rad=s are extracted.
Figure 11(a) shows a representative eigenspectrum, and only solutions
with jxr j < 20 kHz are shown. The eigenvalues along the xr axis rep-
resent the continuous spectrum of the dispersion relation, and two

FIG. 8. (a) and (c) first SPOD mode spectra and C1 probe pressure spectrum and (b) and (d) selected SPOD modes for flames B and C. The real part of the modes is shown
ReðWf ;kÞ, where k is the SPOD mode number and f the mode frequency.
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FIG. 9. (a) and (c) first SPOD mode spectra and C1 probe pressure spectrum and (b) and (d) selected SPOD modes for flames A and D. The real part of the modes is shown
ReðWf ;kÞ, where k is the SPOD mode number and f the mode frequency.

FIG. 10. (a) Response of flames A–D at the shear layer to the 1L axial chamber wavelength a ¼ p=lCC . Dashed lines (– – –) mark the fundamental longitudinal mode for
each flame. (b)–(d) Mode reconstruction of jjT̂ jj; jjûjj, and jjv̂ jj, respectively, where jjÂjj ¼ jA0j=jA0jmax and A is the quantity of interest.
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solutions are observed that are associated with convectively unstable
modes, which are subsequently referred to as the wake mode and jet
mode. The associated pressure and velocity eigenvectors of these
modes are presented in Figs. 11(b)–11(e). The wake mode is most
active in the proximity of the shear layer, identified by the location of
the profile extremum adjacent to the highest velocity gradient at the
shear layer centerline denoted by SL. The jet mode is mostly confined
to the reactant jet core for which the maximum amplitude of all per-
turbation quantities develop at a location below the reaction layer. The
pressure profiles for both modes indicate interaction between the mix-
ture jet and the recirculation zone, whereas the velocity perturbations
are contained within each associated region.

Figure 12 provides an overview of the wake mode stability char-
acteristics for flames A–D over a 120-mm axial span with an azi-
muthal wave number ofm¼ 0. The wake mode for the flame A shows
a broadband receptivity throughout the initial flame zone and cou-
pling with the longitudinal acoustic mode frequencies. High growth
rates are observed at the jet exit plane (x=dIN ¼ 0), where the para-
bolic upper bound of the map to x=dIN ¼ 1 is attributed to the limited

axial wave number range (a � 490 1=m) studied in this work. With
increasing axial distance from the jet exit plane, the growth rates
decrease to a steady amplitude. The lower a bound shows negative fre-
quencies and indicates upstream traveling waves. The preferred wake
mode frequencies reside in the co-flow region (xr > 0Hz). Flame D
shows similar characteristics as shown in Fig. 12(d). A stark contrast
for the wake mode behavior is seen for flames B and C in Figs. 12(b)
and 12(c). Reverse flow perturbations at low frequencies are preferred
within the region 0 < x=dIN < 0:6, where flames B and C show fre-
quencies of�80 and�275Hz at a values of 200 and 490 1=m, respec-
tively. The growth rates are significantly lower in the near field of the
sudden expansion compared to flames A and C, before it attains a
maximum value at x=dIN 	 1. Downstream of this region, the wake
mode behaves similarly for all flames. These trends are consistent for
both azimuthal wave numbers. For all flames, the high growth rate
regions of the wake mode resides in a band that is compatible with the
first two longitudinal chamber acoustic modes and any perturbation
within that frequency band yields a spatially growing disturbance
downstream. This convectively unstable mode has the potential to

FIG. 11. (a) Eigenvalue spectrum of temporal LSA, (b) p0 , (c) u0, (d) v0, and (e) w 0 profiles for flame B with N¼ 250, a ¼ 250 1=m, m¼ 1, x=dIN ¼ 1. Shear layer and flame
location indicated with SL and FL, respectively.
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couple with the combustor acoustic mode through unsteady heat
release that is generated by the interaction of hydrodynamic perturba-
tions and the reaction layer.

The jet mode is associated with fluctuations of the premixed reac-
tant jet injection and is associated with higher frequencies than the
wake mode, closer to the transverse acoustic eigenmodes of the com-
bustor. Figure 13 provides an overview of the jet mode stability charac-
teristics for m¼ 1. A maximum temporal growth rate within the axial
range of x=dIN ¼ ½0; 1
 is observed for all flames. This maximum is
located closer toward the injector exit plane for flames B and C com-
pared with A and C, and is correlated with the region of decreased
receptivity of the wake mode. The jet mode is receptive to perturba-
tions at 1T and 2T frequencies for which the maximum growth rates
reside in the near field of the sudden expansion and continuously
decreases in the downstream direction, consistent with the relaxation
of the base flow gradients. These trends are consistent with both azi-
muthal wave numbers within the axial range x=dIN ¼ ½0; 2
.
Downstream of that region the base flow is unable to support the axi-
symmetric jet modes. The helical jet mode receptivity steadily
decreases until x=dIN ¼ 2:25 where an inflection point is observed,
leading to a frequency increase toward the end of the computational
domain.

The temporal stability characteristics for flames A–D are com-
pared for the axial location x=dIN ¼ 1 in Fig. 14. The local maximum
temporal growth rates for both modes and azimuthal wave numbers
are indicated with vertical lines and horizontal lines mark the 2L and
1T acoustic mode frequencies. The jet mode reaches its maximum
growth rate (highlighted by vertical (——) and (– – –) lines) at a fre-
quency that corresponds to the local 1T frequency for flames B and C.

Conversely, an offset between the 1T frequency and location of maxi-
mum jet mode growth rate is observed for flames A and D.

Figures 15(b) and 15(d) show the highest energy SPOD modes
for frequencies 720 and 5260Hz for flames D and B, respectively. The
pressure and SPOD spectra for flame D indicate prominent peaks in
pressure and heat release fluctuations at frequencies corresponding to
the 2L and 4L modes of the chamber at 720 and 1400Hz. At the
720Hz mode, axisymmetric distribution of periodic intensity fluctua-
tions in the reaction layer are observed that can be correlated with the
periodic shear layer roll-up process. Conversely, an asymmetric shear
layer roll-up is observed for the SPODmode at 5.26 kHz at the injector
exit, resulting in high-amplitude oscillation periods in the W1 and W2
emission windows observed in Fig. 7(f). The transverse displacement
of the flame brush leads to a spatial asymmetry in heat release in the
chamber volume about the chamber axis, supplying energy into the
unsteady pressure field. These flame dynamics are consistent with
the presence of a 1T instability in the flame zone.

Figures 15(a) and 15(c) show the axial wavelength kx of the wake
and jet modes with azimuthal wave numbers of m¼ 0 and m¼ 1 for
the 2L and 1T mode frequencies over the axial span of the computa-
tional range. Shown is the mean value of an LSA frequency band,
which is bounded by Df ¼ j fLSA � fxj=fx < 0:1. The axial wave
lengths kx for flames A and D in Fig. 15(a) show a minimum at
x=dIN 	 0:3 and continuously increase toward the end of the domain
reaching a maximum at 1.8–2, which correlates well with the indicated
kx of the 2L SPOD mode of flame D. kx for the flames B and C jet
mode in contrast decreases from a maximum located in the sudden
expansion near field toward a minimum located at x=dIN 	 1:7� 2,
and shows the profile inflection corresponding to the stability maps

FIG. 12. Wake mode stability map for flames A–D computed with m¼ 0 within the axial range of x=dIN ¼ 0� 3 overlaid with computed 1L and 2L frequencies. Mode growth
rate xi indicated by shading of data points.
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FIG. 13. Jet mode stability map for flames A–D computed with m¼ 1 within the axial range of x=dIN ¼ 0� 3 overlaid with computed 1T frequency. Normalized growth rate,
xi, for the mode is indicated by shading of data points, with higher value indicated with a darker shade.

FIG. 14. Perturbation modes extracted from temporal stability analysis at x=dIN ¼ 1: (a) frequency and (b) temporal growth rate xi as a function of normalized axial wave-
length of the unstable mode, kx=dIN of convectively unstable modes for flames A–D. Vertical (——) and (– – –) lines mark m¼ 0 and m¼ 1 maximum of xi. Mode trajectories
for m¼ 0: (——), m¼ 1: (�).
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shown in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c). The trajectories of the jet mode
wavelengths for flames B and C show good qualitative agreement
with the SPOD modes found at the 1T frequencies of 5.26 and
5.14 kHz from the experiment. The predicted jet mode frequency at
x=dIN ¼ 1 for flame B is 5.25 kHz with an axial wavelength
kx=dIN ¼ 0:63. Flame C has a preferred jet mode frequency of 5.45
and 4.88 kHz at x=dIN ¼ 1.125 and 1.25, respectively, with the asso-
ciated axial wave lengths kx=dIN ¼ 0.52 and 0.58. Both comparisons
demonstrate good agreement of the model results with the experi-
mental observations.

A volumetric reconstruction of the flame B jet mode with azi-
muthal wave numbers m¼ 1, m¼�1, and their superposition is

shown in Fig. 16. For reconstruction, a constant axial wavenumber of
a ¼ 250 1=m or kx=dIN ¼ 0:63 is chosen, which represents the a that
corresponds to the measured HF1 frequency for flame B and the mean
for the a trajectory in the region x=dIN ¼ ½0; 1
 [Fig. 15(c)]. In order
to compose the volumetric field from the axially discrete spatial LSA,
the angular position of the maximum amplitude in each polar pressure
field p0maxðxÞ was determined and subsequently clocked in the axial
direction. The angular position of p0maxðxÞ is then determined by
hpðxÞ ¼ ax with the initial condition hpðxÞ ¼ 0. All other polar fields
of the perturbation quantities are clocked according to p0. The result-
ing cylindrical perturbation fields are then transformed into Cartesian
coordinates, and a linear interpolation is performed on a 101� 100

FIG. 15. Axial wavelength trajectories of LSA modes at the 2L and 1T chamber modes for (a) the wake mode with m¼ 0 and (c) the jet mode with m¼ 1. Highest energy
ranked SPOD modes from OH�-chemiluminescence snapshots for (b) flame D at 720 and (d) flame B at 5.26 kHz.

FIG. 16. Jet mode pressure field reconstruction for flame B with azimuthal wave number m¼ 1, m¼�1 and their superposition. Axial wave number is a ¼ 250 1=m, and the
axial range is limited to x=dIN ¼ ½0; 1
 for clarity.
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grid spanning the lateral and axial range of y=dIN ¼ ½�1; 1
 and
x=dIN ¼ ½0; 2
, respectively.

The two azimuthal modes,m ¼ þ1 andm¼�1, indicate helical
structures that circumscribe the jet potential core, with their maximum
amplitudes bounded by the flame trajectory. The perturbation ampli-
tude of these modes rapidly decreases axially and is most prominent in
the near field of the sudden expansion (x=dIN < 1). As both helical
modes have the same likelihood to exist especially in a non-swirling jet
for which no preferential rotation direction is present, a superposition
of both modes is likely to occur. The pressure field of this combined
jet mode features a nodal plane, which is located within XZ plane in
the reconstruction corresponding to the solutions for h ¼ ½p=2; 3p=2

in the radial LSA. In the nodal plane, the two modes interfere resulting
in a low amplitude, whereas an amplification occurs in the perpendic-
ular anti-nodal plane (XY plane in reconstruction) corresponding to
the solutions for h ¼ ½0; p
. The resulting asymmetric pressure field
distribution forms crescent regions that are bounded by the flame tra-
jectory in the exterior and decrease toward the chamber centerline.
The helical mode pitch hereby determines the distance between the
adjacent regions of alternating pressure perturbations.

From a comparison of these three modes, it is evident that a com-
bined azimuthal mode results in a structure consistent with the trans-
verse mode pressure distribution observed experimentally at the
entrance of the combustion chamber. The single helical modes
(m ¼ þ1 and m¼�1) result in perturbation of the flow field uni-
formly across the chamber centerline, and thus, any heat release rate
fluctuations can interfere with a transverse mode due to the absence of
a distinct nodal plane. By contrast, the combined azimuthal mode
alters the flow field symmetrically about the anti-node, resulting in
two spatially concentrated regions separated by the node plane, which

is capable of supporting observed non-stationary transverse combus-
tion instability in the chamber.

The u0 and v0 fields for the combined mode in the nodal (XZ) and
anti-nodal (XY) planes are shown in Fig. 17. The u0 field shows an asym-
metric distribution about the chamber centerline and reflects the alternat-
ing crescent pressure regions centered about the anti-nodal plane. The v0

distribution is symmetric about the centerline according to the asymmet-
ric pressure differential about the XZ plane. The u0 and v0 fields in the
XZ plane show symmetric and asymmetric distributions about the cen-
terline with significantly reduced magnitudes compared to the XY plane,
due to the interference of the two helical m ¼ þ1 and m¼�1 modes.
The vorticity distribution in the two planes is computed using the axial
and lateral velocity components with xz ¼ @v=@x � @u=@y and
xy ¼ @u=@z � @w=@x, where w¼ v and z¼ y due to the coordinate
system change. The xz distribution in the anti-nodal plane indicates the
presence of asymmetric shear layer roll-up, evident by the equally spaced
stagnation points along the flame trajectory. The xy distribution in con-
trast does not show a consistent stagnation point structure, resulting
from the interference of the two modes in the nodal plane.

This structure of the perturbation field yields an asymmetric shear
layer roll-up about the nodal plane of the hydrodynamic mode, which,
given that the chemical and spatiotemporal scales are compatible, indu-
ces an asymmetry in the flame surface distribution within the chamber.
A single helical mode results in an asymmetric roll-up as well, but no
nodal plane exists. Thus, the heat-release fluctuations that would arise
from this mode are not compatible with the observed 1T dynamics
from the experiments. The single nodal plane of the coupled hydrody-
namic mode, however, is compatible and consistent with the 1T acous-
tic field and thus holds a large potential for self-excitation of the 1T
mode in the flame zone as observed in the experimental measurements.

FIG. 17. Reconstructed u0; v0 and vorticity fields for the combined jet mode of flame B in the XY and XZ planes. Scalar fields are normalized by their absolute maximum.
Flame trajectory (FL) and shear layer centerline (SL) indicated only in upper quadrant for clarity.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

Self-excited combustion instabilities in a lean-premixed natural
gas–air turbulent jet flame were investigated at high pressures
(pC ¼ 7 bar) and Reynolds numbers (Rejet � 5 �105). Multiple axial
and transverse thermoacoustic modes were identified, with instability
amplitudes varying as a function of the reactant jet velocity and the adia-
batic flame temperature [as depicted in Fig. 18(a)]. Longitudinal modes
(1L and 2L) were observed across the operation envelope, with pressure
fluctuation amplitude levels of p0=pC < 9%. At high reactant jet veloci-
ties (uIN > 120m=s) and low equivalence ratios, a 4.9–5.4 kHz trans-
verse mode instability (denoted as HF1 throughout the paper) becomes
the dominant process. At low jet velocities and high equivalence ratios, a
second transverse mode becomes dominant at a higher frequency range
of 5.5–6.5kHz (denoted HF2). At low equivalence ratios and low reac-
tant jet velocities, the two transverse modes were found to co-exist within
the flame zone with comparable amplitude levels.

A local linear stability analysis was performed for four down-
selected test conditions (demarcated as conditions A–D in Fig. 18). A
parametric study for the axial wavelength a and azimuthal wave num-
ber m revealed the presence of two modes in the base flow of this con-
figuration, associated with the wake and jet regions. The wake mode
was associated with lower frequencies of Oð100ÞHz, which are com-
patible with the longitudinal acoustic resonances of the combustion
chamber. Flames A and D show compatible mode frequencies and
growth rates throughout the analyzed axial length. The jet mode is
associated with higher frequencies of Oð5000ÞHz, where it is compati-
ble with the transverse acoustic modes of the combustion chamber.
All four flame conditions support the jet mode in the region
x=dIN ¼ ½0; 1
. Flames B and C support a maximum growth rate in

the region immediately downstream of the sudden expansion, whereas
the maximum growth rate for flames A and D were found further
downstream. Figure 18(b) summarizes the interaction pathways
between hydrodynamic and thermoacoustic modes in this burner con-
figuration. Wavelengths extracted for the wake and jet modes at the 2L
and 1T frequencies were in close agreement with the experimentally
measured pressure and flame dynamics for all for flames.

The spatial location of the reaction zones was evaluated relative
to the location of the jet shear layers to delineate the observation of
preferential flow-flame coupling at the four flame conditions. At low
flame temperatures, the reaction zone was found to be shifted radi-
ally outward, into the low-velocity regions of the flow [flames B and
C in Fig. 18(c)]. At high flame temperatures, the flame was stabilized
closer to the jet centerline, where higher turbulent flame speeds were
supported by higher reactant flow velocities [flames A and D in
Fig. 18(c)]. The turbulent flow within the flame zone provides a wide
spectrum of velocity perturbations that could couple to heat release
oscillations through interaction with the reaction layer. In the near
injector region, this shift in heat release location relative to the
underlying base flow was found to be the root cause for coupling of
unstable modes within this broad hydrodynamic spectrum. These
conclusions are supported by excellent agreement between the con-
vectively unstable modes identified by the temporal LSA and the
measurement of flow and flame dynamics in a self-excited, high
power-density combustion instability experiment.
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APPENDIX A: BASE FLOW RECONSTRUCTION
FOR RADIAL MODEL

The base flow for a radial linear stability analysis is assumed to
be locally parallel and inviscid. Axial velocity u0, fluid temperature
T0, and density q0 are described by local profiles in cylindrical coor-
dinates in order to investigate the stability of the flow at a given
axial position x in the flow field. A hyperbolic tangent-based formu-
lation is employed for the axial velocity profile and defined by:

u0ðx; rÞ ¼ ucðxÞ
1� bðxÞ

2
þ bðxÞ þ 1

2
tanh

1
dðxÞ ðrIN � rÞ
� �" #

;

(A1)

where uc is the local centerline velocity and b is the back flow ratio
defined by bðxÞ ¼ u0;minðxÞ=ucðxÞ.36,47 The width of the transition
region in the profile is controlled by d and models the shear layer
width, which is assumed to increase linearly with the classical result
for the round jet spread rate of S¼ 0.094 (Ref. 48) and is defined as

dðx � xsÞ ¼ dmin þ
rIN � dmin

xs
x; (A2)

dðx > xsÞ ¼ rIN ; (A3)

where an initial shear layer thickness of dmin ¼ 4:9LINRe�0:5x
¼ 0:026dIN is assumed based on Blasius’ solution to the zero-
pressure gradient boundary layer thickness for pipe flow.48 The
resulting shear layer developing length is xs ¼ 5:4dIN . The back
flow ratio determines the velocity magnitude at the wall and is neg-
ative in the recirculation zone for x < xr and positive downstream
of xr as the mean profile slowly assumes that of fully developed pipe
flow. Experimental data from Stevenson et al.49 and Pitz and
Daily50 suggest a maximum recirculation velocity magnitude of
22% of the centerline velocity uc that occurs at xb ¼ 1:5dIN and a
shortened recirculation zone length of xr ¼ 3:5dIN compared with a
non-reacting flow field. Two polynomials are formulated to describe
the back-flow ratio in the recirculation zone and in the developing
region as

bðx � xrÞ ¼
bmax

x2b � xrxb
x2 � xrx
� �

; (A4)

bðx > xrÞ ¼
bmin

ðxr � xdÞ2
ðxr � xdÞ2 � x2d þ 2xdx � x2
� �

; (A5)

with bmax ¼ 0:22, bmin ¼ �0:05, and xd ¼ 7dIN as the length of the
analysis domain. Stevenson showed that the centerline velocity uc is

observed to decay farther downstream compared with a non-
reacting flow field and is estimated as

ucðxÞ ¼ uin þ
ud � uIN
ðxd � xpÞ2

x2p þ x2 � 2xpx
� �

; (A6)

where xp ¼ 3:5dIN is the jet potential core length and ud ¼ 0:88uIN
the centerline velocity at the end of the domain.49 The radial deriva-
tive of the axial velocity is defined as

du0ðx; rÞ
dr

¼ ucðxÞ
bðxÞ þ 1
2dðxÞ cosh�2

1
dðxÞ ðrIN � rÞ
� �" #

: (A7)

Temperature and density fields are linearly related by the ideal
gas law. With the temperature ratio TR ¼ TIN=TC , where TC is esti-
mated by the adiabatic flame temperature Tad and density ratio
DR ¼ qIN=qC , the base flow temperature and density field formula-
tion follows that of Manoharan36 and are defined by

T0ðx; rÞ ¼ TC
1þ TR

2
þ 1� TR

2
tanh

r � rf ðxÞ
df

 !" #
; (A8)

q0ðx; rÞ ¼ qC
1þ DR

2
þ 1� DR

2
tanh

r � rf ðxÞ
df

 !" #
: (A9)

df controls the transition region width and models the preheat and
reaction zone, and rf is the reaction layer center location relative to
the chamber center. rf and df are derived from the mean OH� inten-
sity distribution obtained from chemiluminescence imaging.
Although chemiluminescence emissions imaging is a line-of-sight
integrated technique, the mean reaction zone location can be readily
identified from this measurement.

Figure 19(a) shows the top half of the mean image of a flame
A based on 1000 frames, which is the result of a spatial average of
the upper and lower half of the complete image. Figure 19(b)
shows extracted radial intensity profiles from the image in
Fig. 19(a) for which the axial extraction locations are color
marked. For each axial location, a running average is computed
based on a window length of 15 pixels in the r-direction. For each
profile, a maximum is identified (dashed line), which, for a large
enough sample, will closely correspond to the radial location of
highest heat release and is thus assumed to be a fair approxima-
tion of the radial position of the temperature and density profile
inflection point rf.

The thickness of the T0 and q0 transition zone is approximated
with the difference between the radial location of Imax and I99,
which is determined by the radial location for which the intensity
profile decreased to IðrÞ ¼ 0:99Imax . As the shear layer growth with
axial distance from the sudden expansion and the potential mixture
jet core area decreases, the local ratio of burned to unburned gas
increases, leading to larger conductive heat transfer into the cold
mixture jet core and thus to an increase in the preheat zone width.
Both quantities are shown in Figs. 19(c) and 19(d), as well as the
polynomials fitted to the samples. For the inflection point center rf,
a polynomial of degree 5 is used, whereas a linear curve fit is used
for the transition half-width df. The radial derivatives of the density
and temperature fields are given as
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dT0ðx; rÞ
dr

¼ TCH
1� TR
2df

cosh�2
r � rf ðxÞ

df ðxÞ

 !" #
; (A10)

dq0ðx; rÞ
dr

¼ qCH
1� DR
2df

cosh�2
r � rf ðxÞ

df ðxÞ

 !" #
; (A11)

where rf ðxÞ and df ðxÞ are locally defined by three respective
polynomials.

The resulting base flow formulation is summarized in Fig. 20,
which was generated using the operation conditions of flame B.
Changes in flame length lead to different levels of interaction
between the reaction and shear layer, as the temperature/density
derivative location relative to the axial velocity derivative is altered.

FIG. 19. (a) Mean OH� chemiluminescence intensity (top half) for flame A, (b) radial intensity profiles with marked positions of Imax and I99, (c) radial location of Imax and poly-
nomial curve fit representing rf, (d) difference rðI99Þ � rðImaxÞ and linear curve fit representing df.

FIG. 20. Reconstructed base flow field for linear stability analysis: (a) axial velocity u0 normalized by uIN, (b) magnitude of axial velocity gradient j dudr j normalized by j dudr jmax,
(c) local temperature T normalized by TC, and (d) temperature gradient dTdr normalized by

dT
dr jmax. Superimposed profiles are normalized by their respective maximum.
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Velocity, temperature, and density derivatives also vary drastically
for the different operation conditions, leading to a complex interac-
tion between the different instability source terms which will be
shown to affect the shear layer stability and possible resonant
modes inherent in the flow field.

APPENDIX B: RADIAL MODEL FORMULATION

A linear stability analysis of the base flow model formulated in
Appendix A is performed assuming inviscid and locally parallel
flow. At a specific axial location, the compressible Euler equations
and energy equation in cylindrical coordinates x, r, and h are linear-
ized. Utilizing Reynolds decomposition, axial, radial, and azimuthal
velocities u, v, and w and the gas state variables p, T, and q are
decomposed as q ¼ q0 þ q0, where q0 and q0 are the unperturbed
base state and the superimposed perturbation, respectively.
Rewriting the governing equations with decomposed variables and
neglecting higher order terms and products of perturbation quanti-
ties, these equations reduce to

1
q0

@q0

@t
þ u0

q0

@q0

@x
þ 1

r
@u0

@x
þ v0

1
r
þ 1

q0

@q0

@r

� �
þ @v

0

@r
þ 1

r
@w0

@h
¼ 0;

(B1)

@u0

@t
þ u0

@u0

@x
þ v0

@u0
@r
¼ � 1

q0

@p0

@x
; (B2)

@v0

@t
þ u0

@v0

@x
¼ � 1

q0

@p0

@r
; (B3)

@w0

@t
þ u0

@w0

@x
¼ � 1

rq0

@p0

@h
; (B4)

cpq0
@T 0

@t
þ u0

@T 0

@x
þ v0

@T0

@r

� �
¼ @p

0

@t
þ u0

@p0

@x
; (B5)

representing conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, respec-
tively. Using the linearized equation of state

p0 ¼ RsðT0q
0 þ q0T

0Þ: (B6)

q0 is eliminated, and the mass conservation equation is rewritten as

1
RsT0q0

@p0

@t
� 1
T0

@T 0

@t
þ u0
RsT0q0

@p0

@x
� u0
T0

@T 0

@x

þ 1
r
@u0

@x
þ v0

1
r
þ 1

q0

@q0

@r

� �
þ @v

0

@r
þ 1

r
@w0

@h
¼ 0; (B7)

reducing the system to the unknown perturbation variables
q0 ¼ ½p0; u0; v0;w0;T 0
, where Rs and cp are the specific gas constant
and the heat capacity at constant pressure. The gas medium in the
domain is assumed to be air at a constant base flow pressure of pIN
with Rs ¼ 287 J=kgK. cp is calculated for air at the given T0ðrÞ using
the thermophysical property library CoolProp.51 In order to investi-
gate the stability characteristics of the flow field, a modal ansatz of
the form

q0ðx; r; h; tÞ ¼ q̂ðrÞejðaxþmh�xtÞ (B8)

is employed, where q̂ ¼ ½p̂; û; v̂; ŵ; T̂ 
T . The axial and temporal
wave numbers a ¼ ar þ jai and x ¼ xþ jxi are generally

complex, where the imaginary part describes the growth rate in
space and time, respectively. xr is the angular frequency of the
oscillation in time, whereas ar defines the axial wavelength of the
instability, where ar ¼ 2p=kx and kx is the physical wavelength in
m. The azimuthal wave number m is an integer that describes the
periodicity over the azimuthal coordinate h and is positive or nega-
tive, describing instabilities traveling in opposed angular direction.
Utilizing the ansatz in Eqs. (B2)–(B7) and casting the system into a
discrete formulation yield

au0
q0RsT0

p̂ þ aû � j
1
r
þ 1

q0

dq0

dr
þ d
dr

� �
v̂

þm
r
ŵ � au0

T0
T̂ ¼ x

1
q0RsT0

p̂ � 1
T0

T̂
� �

; (B9)

au0
q0

p̂ þ au0û � j
du0
dr

v̂ ¼ xû; (B10)

� j
q0

dp̂
dr
þ au0v̂ ¼ xv̂; (B11)

m
rq0

p̂ þ au0ŵ ¼ xŵ; (B12)

�au0p̂ � jcpq0
dT0

dr
v̂ þ acpq0u0T̂ ¼ x �p̂ þ cpq0T̂

� �
: (B13)

A generalized eigenvalue problem can now be formulated for
the given system of equations as

Aq̂ ¼ xBq̂: (B14)

Given that the flow field in this configuration is reasonably parallel
compared to flow fields with a mean swirl component, a local LSA
is justified. The aim for this analysis is to study the confined jet sta-
bility characteristics in the presence of an inhomogeneous density
and temperature distribution and its spectral receptivity to pertur-
bations within the range of the observed dynamics. The computa-
tional domain is bounded by the combustor wall at r ¼ rCC ¼ dIN ,
where the boundary condition v0ðrCCÞ ¼ 0 is enforced. The domain
is discretized with a staggered grid approach for which p0; u0; w0,
and T 0 are evaluated at the center of N¼ 250 segments and the
radial velocity perturbations v0 at the Nþ 1 segment boundaries.

APPENDIX C: BASE FLOW RECONSTRUCTION
FOR AXIAL MODEL

The base flow of the combustor for an axial acoustic analysis
can be divided into three domains. The majority of the inlet flow
field is homogeneous and comprised of the natural gas–air mixture
at the inlet gas temperature TIN. As the molecular weight of the
mixture at the lean equivalence ratios of interest is similar to that of
air, the fluid in the entire domain is assumed to be air with
Rs¼ 287 J/kg/K. For the entire computational domain, a reference
pressure of p0 ¼ pIN is assumed.

A second zone can be identified as the flame zone that contains
the mixture jet potential core at TIN, the recirculation zone com-
prised of reaction products at TC, and the shear layer that is formed
between the former. As the mixture is consumed, the cross-
sectional area of the mixture jet decreases downstream of the sud-
den expansion, leading to an axially increasing mean temperature.
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This temperature profile can be estimated by evaluating the flame
cross-sectional area. Assuming the flame is of a conical shape, the
flame area reads

Af ðxÞ ¼
pd2IN
4

1� ðx � lINÞ2

lf

 !
; (C1)

where lIN¼ 0.72m is the inlet length, x¼ 0 defines the domain inlet,
and lf is the mean flame length.

To estimate the mean flame length at a given operating condi-
tion, the laminar flame speed is computed using CANTERA,52

where a NG–air mixture defined by the global equivalence ratio / is
used and the gas state is defined by the inlet properties pIN and TIN.
The turbulent flame speed St is then computed using the correlation
presented by Ref. 53 using u0rms 	 0:1 � �uIN and pIN. A mean flame
length for the four analyzed operating conditions is then estimated
using a global reactant consumption speed formulation,54 where
St ¼ _m=ð�Af quÞ. Table II lists the resulting flame lengths assuming a
conical flame. The flame lengths derived from this analysis are only
utilized for the axial base flow formulation.

The third sub-domain defines the remaining part of the combus-
tion chamber for which the fluid field is homogeneous at the product
temperature TC. As direct gas temperature measurements in the com-
bustion chamber were not obtained in the current experiment, two
cases can be distinguished: either the combustion product temperature
is estimated with the adiabatic flame temperature Tad or a gas tempera-
ture is calculated, based on choked nozzle relations, measured chamber
pressure and the total mass flow rate into the system.

Each gas state variable can be described by the gas temperature
T0ðxÞ, which is given for the flame zone (lIN < x � lIN þ lf ) as

T0ðxÞ ¼
Af ðxÞTIN þ ðACC � Af ðxÞÞTC

ACC
; (C2)

where ACC ¼ pd2CC=4 is the cross-sectional area of the combustion
chamber with diameter dCC¼ 0.08m. The preheat zone length is
estimated as lpreheat¼ 0.05m, over which T0ðxÞ is assumed to
increase exponentially from TIN to the temperature at the sudden
expansion plane, given by T0ðlINÞ. The temperature profile then
reads for lIN � lpreheat < x � lIN ,

T0ðxÞ ¼ TIN exp log
T0ðlINÞ
TIN

� �
x � ðlIN � lpreheatÞ

lpreheat

" #
: (C3)

For x � lIN � lpreheat and x > lIN þ lf , T0 is given by TIN and TC,
respectively.

Utilizing the ideal gas law, the axial density profile for
lIN � lpreheat < x � lIN þ lf is determined by

q0ðxÞ ¼
p0

RsT0ðxÞ
; (C4)

whereas for x � lIN � lpreheat and x > lIN þ lf , q0 is given by qIN

and qC, which are computed with CoolProp51 for air at gas states
p0;TIN and p0;TC , respectively.

The conservation of the total mass flow _mtot through the sys-
tem then yields the axial velocity profile for lIN � lpreheat < x
� lIN þ lf ,

u0ðxÞ ¼
_mtot

q0ðxÞA
; (C5)

where A is the local cross-sectional area, AIN for x � lIN , and ACC

for x > lIN .
The derivative of T0 in the preheat zone lIN � lpreheat < x � lIN

is given by

dT0ðxÞ
dx

¼ T0ðxÞ log
T0ðlINÞ
T3

� �
x � ðlIN � lpreheatÞ

lpreheat
; (C6)

whereas in the flame zone for lIN < x � lIN þ lf the profile is given as

dT0ðxÞ
dx

¼ TIN � TC

ACC

dAf ðxÞ
dx

(C7)

TABLE II. Estimated mean flame length for analyzed operating conditions.

Case
/

(� � �)
pIN
(bar)

TIN

(K)
Tad
(K)

uIN
(m/s)

lf =dIN
(� � �)

Flame A 0.76 7.2 764 2280 134 4.46
Flame B 0.65 6.7 720 2070 134 6.14
Flame C 0.70 6.9 623 2073 115 6.41
Flame D 0.79 7.1 617 2217 110 5.44

FIG. 21. Axial model base flow profiles: (a) density q0, (b) temperature T0, and (c) mean axial velocity u0 for each flame with marked preheat zone and dump plane location.
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for all other x, dT0ðxÞ=dx ¼ 0. The flame area derivative used here
is defined as

dAf ðxÞ
dx

¼ � pd2IN
2lf

1� x � lIN
lf

 !
: (C8)

The velocity and density derivatives in the preheat and flame
zone are then given by

du0ðxÞ
dx

¼ _mtotRs

p0ACC

dT0ðxÞ
dx

; (C9)

q0ðxÞ
dx
¼ � p0

RsT2
0 ðxÞ

dT0ðxÞ
dx

; (C10)

whereas in the remaining domain, these derivatives are zero.
Figure 21 presents the resulting gas property profiles in the preheat
and flame zone for each flame.

APPENDIX D: AXIAL MODEL FORMULATION

To analyze the systems longitudinal acoustic characteristics, a
one-dimensional axial model of the combustor is formulated based
on the inviscid compressible Euler equations. The linearized mass,
axial momentum, and energy conservation equations with the axial
coordinate x and velocity u ¼ u0 þ u0 read

@q0

@t
þ q0

@u0

@x
þ u0

@q0

@x
þ q0

@u0
@x
þ u0

@q0

@x
¼ 0; (D1)

q0
@u0

@t
þ u0

@u0

@x
þ u0

@u0
@x

� �
þ u0

@u0
@x

q0 ¼ � @p
0

@x
; (D2)

cpq0
@T 0

@t
þ u0

@T 0

@x
þ u0

@T0

@x

� �
þ cpu0

@T0

@x
q0 ¼ @p

0

@t
þ u0

@p0

@x
:

(D3)

Substituting the linearized equation of state p0 ¼ RsðT0q0

þT 0q0Þ to eliminate q0 from the system of equation and rearranging
gives the governing equations with the unknown perturbation vari-
ables q0 ¼ ½p0; u0;T 0
T ,

1
RsT0

@u0
@x
� u0
RsT2

0

@T0

@x

� �
p0 þ u0

RsT0

@p0

@x
þ @q0

@x
u0 þ q0

@u0

@x

þ u0q0

T2
0

@T0

@x
� u0
T0

@q0

@x
� q0

T0

@u0
@x

� �
T 0 � u0q0

T0

@T 0

@x

¼ � 1
RsT0

@p0

@t
þ q0

T0

@T 0

@t
; (D4)

u0
RsT0

@u0
@x

p0 þ @p
0

@x
þ q0

@u0
@x

u0 þ q0u0
@u0

@x
� q0u0

T0

@u0
@x

T 0 ¼ �q0
@u0

@t
;

(D5)
cpu0
RsT0

@T0

@x
p0 � u0

@p0

@x
þ cpq0

@T0

@x
u0 �

cpq0u0
T0

@T0

@x
T 0

þ cpq0u0
@T 0

@x
¼ @p

0

@t
� cpq0

@T 0

@t
: (D6)

In order to analyze the acoustic characteristics of the combus-
tor, a modal ansatz of the form

q0ðx; tÞ ¼ q̂ðxÞe�jxt (D7)

is employed, where q̂ ¼ ½p̂; û; T̂ 
T and x ¼ xþ jxi are the tempo-
ral wave numbers. Utilizing this ansatz in Eqs. (D4) and (D5) and
casting the system into a discrete formulation yield

�j 1
RsT0

du0
dx
� u0
RsT2

0

dT0

dx

� �
p̂ þ u0

RsT0

dp̂
dx
þ dq0

dx
û þ q0

dû
dx

"

þ u0q0

T2
0

dT0

dx
� u0
T0

dq0

dx
� q0

T0

du0
dx

� �
T̂ � u0q0

T0

dT̂
dx

#

¼ x
1

RsT0

dp̂
dt
� q0

T0

dT̂
dt

 !
; (D8)

�j u0
RsT0

du0
dx

p̂ þ dp̂
dx
þ q0

du0
dx

û þ q0u0
dû
dx
� q0u0

T0

du0
dx

T̂

� �
¼ xq0û;

(D9)

�j cpu0
RsT0

dT0

dx
p̂ � u0

dp̂
dx
þ cpq0

dT0

dx
û � cpq0u0

T0

dT0

dx
T̂ þ cpq0u0

dT̂
dx

 !

¼ x �p̂ þ cpq0T̂
� �

: (D10)

A generalized eigenvalue problem is formulated for the given
system of equations as

Aq̂ ¼ xBq̂: (D11)

The discretized combustor model is comprised of two
domains: the inlet and the combustion chamber with the cross-
sectional areas AIN and ACC and lengths lIN and lCC, respectively.
The computational domain is bounded by the combustor inlet at
x¼ 0 and outlet x ¼ lIN þ lCC ¼ 1:92 m, where the boundary con-
dition u0 ¼ 0 is enforced that reflects the flow conditions at the
throat of the sonic nozzles. Each sub-domain is discretized with a
staggered grid approach for which p0 and T 0 are evaluated at the
center of N¼ 150 segments and the axial velocity perturbations u0

at the Nþ 1 segment boundaries.
At the interface of the two domains, the area change is incor-

porated by employing velocity and pressure relations that follow the
numerical approach of Lin et al.55 and Migliorino and Scalo56

�p̂IN N � 1½ 
 þ 3p̂IN N½ 
 ¼ 3p̂CC 1½ 
 � p̂CC 2½ 
; (D12)

ûIN N þ 1½ 
qðlINÞAIN ¼ ûCC 1½ 
qðlINÞACC: (D13)

Thus, at the plane of sudden expansion, the pressure and mass flow
rate fluctuations are set equal between the two domains.

Figure 22 presents the eigenspectrum of the combustor longi-
tudinal acoustics for flame A with TC¼ 1722K, corresponding to
the mean gas temperature in the chamber. This temperature is com-
puted from the measured static chamber pressure and known mass
flow rate through the sonic exit nozzle. The fundamental longitudi-
nal modes are located close to the real axis of the spectrum in
Fig. 22(a). The spectrum is symmetric about the imaginary axis,
representing the forward and backward running waves in the sys-
tem. Additional branches are identified, which correspond to modes
that are dominant in the inlet, flame zone [red shaded area in
Figs. 22(b) and 22(c)] or combustion chamber. The eigenvectors for
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p0 and _m0 ¼ qAu0 representing the 1L, 2L, and 3L modes are shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The flame zone is observed to have an
increasing influence on the mode shape with decreasing axial wave-
length, indicating the increased spatial correlation between temper-
ature gradients and acoustic field in the combustor.
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